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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for your comprehensive response to my questions and concerns. You have done an outstanding job addressing my comments when possible and providing appropriate rationale when you could not. I have one final comment for your consideration and will leave this up to the editor to make a final decision on whether or not to include, despite your decision otherwise, a few sentences in the discussion regarding the importance of prediction tools that would enhance SDM in deciding on whether to initiate dialysis or receive conservative management. Although you claim correctly that the existing tools predict HD short term mortality rates and not mortality associated with conservative care, there are a number of smaller scale studies on the latter which could be used to present a range of mortality outcomes associated with conservative management. The high rates of mortality associated with HD for many elderly patients with multiple co-morbidities, are, in my opinion, an essential part of the SDM process; knowing the likelihood of death and knowing that conservative care does not mean imminent death are paramount considerations in the SDM process around dialysis initiation.
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